Abstract [l]. But since we knew that the most of the coupling A considerable amount of betatron coupling in RHIC was found to originate from the interaction region (IR) triplets. A series of dedicated beam studies was performed with the goal of measuring the coupling errors in the IR triplets. The studies used two different methods: local interaction region orbit bumps and the action jump trajectory analysis. Availability of independently powered skewquadrupole corrector elements in the triplets allow local, beam-based coupling correction in the RHIC interaction regions using the analysed beam data. We also discuss plans for linear IR correction in the RHIC year 2001 run.
INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of the RHIC 2000 run one of the main aspects of the accelerator work was to ensure that the accelerator optics corresponds to what it is supposed to be according to the design. This work included the measurements of beta-functions, dispersion function as well as the search for the possible optics errors using difference orbit analysis. The analysis of the first turn beam trajectory with difference orbit method revealed clear sources of the betatron coupling in the interaction regions in the both RHIC rings. The example of what was seen is shown in Figure 1 . The horizontal beam trajectory (on the first turn) is excited using a single dipole kick. After passing the interaction regions the clear trajectory oscillations are excited in the other (vertical) plane. With the circulating beam the considerable betatron coupling was measured (with AQmin 0.06)) and successfully corrected using the global coupling correction system with the skew-quadrupole correctors distributed in the ring arcs came from the interaction region it was decided to evaluate the coupling contribution from each interaction region and to consider applying the local correction. The interaction region triplets have the skew corrector elements installed among them that could be used to correct coupling right in the place of the error source.
To measure the value of the IR coupling error two techniques have been used independently. One of them was based on applying the closed orbit bumps at the interaction region triplets and looking at the closed orbit rms excited at the other plane. The second method, which we called orbit action jump method, utilized the single dipole kicks to excite the large beam trajectory oscillations at the first turn and looked at the change of the amplitude (action) of the trajectory oscillations in the opposite plane after every interaction region.
MEASUREMENTS USING CLOSED ORBIT BUMPS
The closed orbit bumps based on 3 dipole correctors were applied around the IR triplets. The value of the excited closed orbit rms in the plane opposite to the bump plane is proportional to the bump amplitude and to the value of the coupling error. Since we have the local skew quadrupole corrector inside the IR triplet and the betatron phase advance over the triplet is small, the corrector strength can be calculated to reduce or totally eleminate the orbit excitation in the opposite plane.
The measurements were done in the 3 interaction regions (IR2,IR6,IR8) in both RHIC rings (Blue and Yellow rings). In these IRs we had observed the strong sources of the betatron coupling. Also these are the IRs containing the experiment detectors and the local coupling compensation there should help us to improve the quality of the orbit bumps used to optimize the beam collision and improve the luminosity. The closed orbit bumps with amplitude from 5mm to up to 60mm (at some triplets) were apllied and the excited orbit rms in the ring arcs was measured as well as the shift of the betatron tunes. Doing so detailed bump scan we wanted also to get the information about nonlinear field harmonics in the triplets [2] .
The presence of coupling errors excites the orbit rms in the plane opposite to the plane in which the bump was ap- Using the calculated slope of the measured curves and beta-functions at the skew quadrupole corrector place we can also extract the corrector strength neccesary to put the curve slopes to 0, thus correcting for the coupling effect. The Table 1 lists the calculated skew corrector strength. The strongest coupling sources are at the Blue ring triplets at IR2 and IR8. The quadrupole rolls to produce the measured coupling effect at these triplets should be few mrad. 
ORBIT ACTION JUMP METHOD
Linear coupling at the IR leads to change in the amplitude of the betatron oscillation in every arc of the ring. This is evident if graphs of action vs the longitudinal coordinate s are derived from the difference orbit. An example of such graphs can be seen in figure 4 . The action at each point in the ring is calculated from the two nearest bpm measurements If there were no coupling present in the ring the graphs of action vs s should be constant in the plane of the kick ( starting from the location of the kicker) and zero in the opposite plane. Thus, local linear decoupling is aimed to make the last graph as close to zero as possible.
In principle, the strength needed in the quadrupole correctors at any specific IR can be determined from either difference orbits with kicks in the arc immediately before the specific IR (principal strengths) or difference orbits with kicks in any previous arc different to the arc immediately before the specific IR (secondary strengths).
Principal strengths can be found by directly extracting the value of the corresponding induced action due to coupling ( Jcoup) from the graphs of action vs s and using:
here, ycorr is the beam position in the plane of kick (in this case the vertical plane) at the location of the skew quadrupole corrector and ,Bcorr is the beta function at the position of the skew quadrupole corrector.
Secondary strengths require an additional step to calculate the JcoUp:
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where Jbefore is the action immediately before the IR, Jafter is the action immediately after the IR andpgefoTe and pafter are the corresponding phases.
More than 40 Difference orbits with kicks at different positions in the ring have been analyzed and the strengths calculated at each IR leading to the following table: Significant gradients errors can make useless the determination of secondary strengths. The reason for that can be understood if we compare the change in the orbit slope for a gradient error (Ax$,,,) and the corresponding change due to coupling (Ax&J: The third column of table 2 shows the values to which the skew quadrupoles has been set until now (run 2001). There is reasonable agreement between the last values and the measured strengths. The initial settings of the strengths for the quadrupoles were adjusted by trial and error using the IR bump method to test for the effectiveness of the decoupling. The good agreement between the second and the third column is encouraging the IR group of RHIC to do the remaining corrections in 1 step by using directly the measured values of the strengths.
The analysis of the difference orbits to obtain the table 2 before have been done with a special program designed for this purpose. The program takes the difference orbit data and convert it to action data vs s. The action associated with each arc is calculated as the average of all actions obtained for such arc. Formulas 3 and 1 are applied at each interaction region to find the corresponding strengths and print out (to the screen and to a file) tables similar to 2 Accelerator Conference, Chicago
POSSIBLE EXPLANATION OF THE PRESENCE OF STRONG COUPLING
The strengths associated with every IR lead to quadrupole rolls of several mRad. This relatively big number can be attributed to an error in the alignment procedure of the quadrupoles. In such procedure, the angle of misalignment (angle between the vertical axis of the pipe and the vertical axis of the quadrupole) is determined and saved in the database with the name field angle.There are technical reasons to think that the current roll of each quadrupole is equal to twice its corresponding field angle.
In order to validate the previous hypothesis the strengths calculated from the RHIC model asumming roll angles equal to twice field angle are compared with the measured strengths in the following table: Table 3 There is good agreement only for IR8 and IR6 but no for the others. The strengths are calculated taking into account the rolls of all the six quadrupoles at each interaction region. Many combinations of these six rolls can lead to the same strength. therefore, it is risky to draw a conclusion about the real roll angles.
SUMMARY
Both methods used to calculate the skew quadrupole corrector strength show a good agreement and really compliment each other. During these year RHIC run we remeasured again the skew quadrupole corrector strength at the IR2, IR8 and IRlO triplets at the Blue ring using the orbit bump technique. The measured strengths are in good agreement with the results obtained at run 2000. Thus, we plan to activate all local skew quadrupole correctors in both RHIC rings according to calculations made in this paper.
